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Abstract
We say that an integral domain R satis-es property (∗) if the ideal ⋂n¿0 anR is prime, for
every non-unit a∈R. We investigate property (∗) in the classical situation when R is the integral
closure of a valuation domain V in a -nite extension L of the -eld of fractions Q of V . Let f
be the irreducible polynomial of an integral element x such that L = Q[x]. Assuming that the
discriminant of f is a unit, we prove that R is not a valuation domain if f has roots modulo P,
the maximal ideal of V . Then we show that R does not satisfy (∗) if f has roots in V modulo
J , for a suitable non-maximal prime ideal J = 0 of V . Moreover, if f has degree 2 or 3 the
converses of the above results are true. Examples show that these converses are no longer valid
for any degree n¿ 4.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13G05; 13A15; 13A17
1. Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate integral domains satisfying a
natural property, namely, the intersection of the powers of a (proper) principal ideal
is a prime ideal. Thus we say that an integral domain R satis-es property (∗) if for
every non-unit a∈R, the ideal ⋂n¿0 anR is prime.
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Of course, (∗) is satis-ed when the above intersection is always zero, in which
case R is usually called archimedean. For instance R is archimedean when it is either
of Krull dimension 1, or noetherian, or a unique factorization domain, or completely
integrally closed. In the paper [12], Ohm found conditions for an integrally closed
domain to be archimedean.
The valuation domains are the standard examples of domains satisfying (∗), where
it is possible that
⋂
n¿0 a
nR = 0. Another nice class of domains satisfying (∗) is that
of the divided rings, introduced by Dobbs in [6] (see also [1,3]).
We recall that Anderson, Matijevic and Nichols in [2] showed that, for any ring R,
the intersection in (∗) is a prime ideal whenever aR is a non-minimal prime ideal.
We will be mainly interested in studying property (∗) for integral domains R which
arise in a classical way. Namely, R will be the integral closure of a valuation domain
V in a -nite algebraic extension L of the -eld of fractions Q of V . Note that, if R is
local, then R is a valuation domain, so that it automatically satis-es (∗).
In the -rst preliminary section we remark that some important rings (e.g. the ring
of entire functions) satisfy property (∗). We give an example of an integrally closed
local domain not satisfying (∗).
In the second section we start with a valuation domain V . We denote by P the
maximal ideal of V . We take a -nite extension L=Q[x] of the -eld of fractions Q of
V , where x is integral over V . We denote by f(X )∈V [X ] the irreducible polynomial
of x. We consider the integral closure R of V in L. We investigate property (∗) for
R, through an examination of the polynomial f(X ). Of course, the -rst problem to
face is to establish whether R is a valuation domain or not. Proposition 2.4 gives a
suIcient condition for R to be a valuation domain. Theorem 2.6 shows that R is not
a valuation domain if f(X ) has roots in V modulo P. Theorem 2.7 shows that R
does not satisfy (∗) if f(X ) has roots in V modulo J , for a suitable non-zero and
non-maximal prime ideal J of V . Here we assume that the discriminant  of f(X ) is
a unit of V , from which R= V [x]. Theorems 2.10 and 2.12 provide the converses of
Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, respectively, for extensions of degree 2 or 3. Thus we give a
complete characterization in those cases. However, Example 2.8 shows that whenever
the degree is n¿ 4 the converses of Theorems 2.6–2.7 fail to be true, in general.
The third and -nal section is devoted to a further investigation of the case when the
extension has degree 2. Here we may omit the hypothesis that  is a unit, and we -nd
extensions of the characterizations given in Theorems 2.10–2.12. It is worth noting
and somewhat surprising that these extensions hold under the disparate assumptions
that 2 is either a unit or the characteristic of V . Indeed, if 2 is not a unit and V has
characteristic zero, we may have failure of the preceding results. That is described in
Example 3.7.
2. Preliminaries: the property (∗)—rst examples
For a given integral domain R, we consider the following property:
(∗) for every non-unit a∈R, the ideal ⋂n¿0 anR is prime.
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Recall that R is said to be archimedean if the above intersection is always zero.
Typical archimedean domains are those of Krull dimension 1, or noetherian, or factorial.
The completely integrally closed domains are archimedean, as well (see [7,8]). Then
property (∗) is satis-ed, in these cases. Valuation domains satisfy (∗), and here it is
possible that
⋂
n¿0 a
nR = 0.
When R is integrally closed, Proposition 7.1.10 of [7] describes
⋂
n¿0 a
nR as the in-
tersection of certain primes of the valuation overrings of R (this was -rst shown in [12,
Proposition 1.1, Corollary 1.5]. Therefore,
⋂
n¿0 a
nR turns out to be a radical ideal.
However, that result cannot be used to establish whether
⋂
n¿0 a
nR is prime or not.
An integral domain R is said to be a divided domain if P=PRP for every prime
ideal P of R (see [6]). Divided rings with zero-divisors were studied by Badawi [3]. I
thank Marco Fontana for having suggested me that divided domains satisfy (∗). That is
easy. For any non-unit a of a divided domain R, we take the saturated multiplicatively
closed subset S generated by the powers an. Since the prime ideals of a divided domain
are linearly ordered by inclusion, we have R\S =P, for a suitable prime ideal P of
R. Using the de-ning property of divided domains, we readily see that
⋂
n¿0 a
nR=P.
For any integral domain A we will denote by U (A) the set of units of A and by
Q(A) the -eld of quotients of A. We say that A is local if it has a unique maximal ideal
(A is not necessarily noetherian). We will always denote by Zp the ring of rational
integers localized at the prime p.
In what follows, we will make free use of notions and results on valuation domains
and valuation theory, for which we refer to classic treatises such as [14,5,11,10].
We are interested in investigating property (∗) for PrLufer domains. Recall that an
integral domain is a PrLufer domain if every localization at a prime ideal is a valuation
domain. PrLufer domains arguably form the most investigated and interesting class of
non-noetherian commutative rings (see [7] and [8] for some lists of equivalent de-ni-
tions of these domains).
As a matter of fact, we will mainly deal with BMezout domains, which are even closer
to valuation domains than general PrLufer domains, of which they form a subclass. An
integral domain R is said to be a BMezout domain if every -nitely generated ideal I of
R is principal.
We will see that BMezout domains do not satisfy (∗), in general. However, it is worth
noting that two particularly interesting BMezout domains do satisfy the property.
Example 1.1. An important integral domain is the ring of entire functions E. It is
well-known that E is a BMezout domain of Krull dimension ¿ 1 (see [9] or [7]). We
have
⋂
n¿0 f
nE = 0, for all f ∈ U (E). Indeed, f has necessarily a zero ∈C, since
1=f is holomorphic if f(z) = 0 for all z ∈C. But then g∈⋂n¿0 fnE has a zero of
in-nite order in , which is possible only if g= 0.
Example 1.2. Let Y be an indeterminate over Q. Let us consider the integral domain
R=Z+YQ[[Y ]], consisting of the formal power series over Q having constant term in
Z. Then R is a BMezout domain (see [4]). Let us consider the prime ideal J = YQ[[Y ]]
of R. It is easy to see that
⋂
n¿0 a
nR=J , for every non-unit a ∈ J , while ⋂n¿0 anR=0
when a∈ J . Thus R satis-es (∗).
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Of course, a local PrLufer domain satis-es (∗), since it is a valuation domain. It is
then convenient to exhibit a local integrally closed domain not satisfying (∗).
Example 1.3. Recall that the polynomial ring V [X ] is integrally closed, if V is inte-
grally closed (see e.g. [10, Example 10, p. 42]). Let X; Y be indeterminates over Q.
For any f = f(X; Y )∈Q[X; Y ] we denote by fX the element of Q[X ] obtained by
specializing f for Y = 0. In the symmetric way we de-ne fY . Let us consider the
following subring of Q[X; Y ]
R= Zp + XZp[X ] + YZp[Y ] + XYQ[X; Y ];
consisting of those f∈Q[X; Y ] such that fX ∈Zp[X ] and fY ∈Zp[Y ]. It is readily
seen that
M= {f(X; Y )∈R : f(0; 0) ∈ U (Zp)}
is a maximal ideal of R.
Let us prove that D=RM is integrally closed and does not satisfy (∗). It suIces to
prove that R is integrally closed, since D is a localization of R. Let us pick f∈Q(R)=
Q(D) =Q(X; Y ) such that
fm + am−1fm−1 + · · ·+ a1f + a0 = 0; ai ∈R:
Thus f∈Q[X; Y ], since Q[X; Y ] is integrally closed. We specialize the above equation
for Y = 0. Note that (ai)X ∈Zp[X ], since ai ∈R. Therefore, we get fX ∈Zp[X ] since
Zp[X ] is integrally closed. Analogously, exchanging the roles of X and Y , we get
fY ∈Zp[Y ]. We conclude that f∈R, as desired.
It remains to check that D does not satisfy (∗). Using the de-nitions, we see at once
that p is not a unit of D. Let us prove that X ∈ pD. By contradiction, assume that
X = p(f=g), where f; g∈R, g ∈ M. In the above notation, we get XgX = pfX . But
g ∈M implies that the constant term of gX is a unit of Zp, which makes the equality
XgX =pfX impossible. In a similar way we may check that Y ∈ pD. Moreover, by the
de-nition of R, we have XY=pn ∈R ⊂ D for every n∈N. We conclude that ⋂n¿0 pnD
is not a prime ideal.
3. Property (∗) for integral closures of valuation domains
A natural setting for studying property (∗) is the case when R is the integral closure
of a valuation domain V in an algebraic extension L of Q = Q(V ). By classic results
we know that R is a PrLufer domain (see e.g. [5,10]).
We start by giving a de-nite answer to the problem in the case when V is a valuation
domain of the -eld of real numbers R. In this situation, the only non-trivial case is
when R is the integral closure of V in C.
Proposition 2.1. Let v be any valuation of rank¿ 2 on the 4eld R of the real numbers
and let V be the corresponding valuation domain. Then the integral closure R of V
in C does not satisfy (∗).
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Proof. Denote by P the maximal ideal of V . Since v has rank ¿ 2, V contains
a non-zero and non-maximal prime ideal J . Since the irreducible polynomial X 2 +
1∈V [X ] of i has discriminant −4, we have two possibilities (cf. [5, p. 317]): either
R = V [i], when 2∈U (V ), or R ⊆ (1=4)V [i], when 2∈P. First assume that R = V [i].
Choose 0 = s∈ J . Since v(s) is not modi-ed by a change of sign, we may assume
s¿ 0 (as a real number). Let m∈N be such that t=ms¿ 1. Thus t ∈ J and t ¿ 1. Let
us now pick a∈P\J . We have t ∈ J ⊆ ⋂n¿0 anV ⊆
⋂
n¿0 a
nR. Let b =
√
t − 1∈R.
Note that b∈V , since it is a root of X 2− t+1∈V [X ], and V is integrally closed. Now
(1+ib)(1−ib)=1+b2=t ∈⋂n¿0 anR. Moreover, we readily see that 1+ib; 1−ib ∈ aR.
It follows that
⋂
n¿0 a
nR is not a prime ideal.
In the case when 2∈P, we may argue as above, setting a = 2. Again we have
(1 + ib)(1 − ib)∈⋂n¿0 anR. The diOerence is that now 1 + ib; 1 − ib ∈ a3R. For
instance, if 1 + ib= a3(c+ id), where c+ id∈R, then c= a−3, whence R* a−2V [i],
impossible.
In the notation of the preceding proposition, let us remark that R is never a valuation
domain, even when v has rank 1. Of course, R satis-es (∗) whenever v has rank 1.
A classical and crucial notion in valuation theory is that of Henselian valuation
domain. For de-nitions and results we refer to [13,14,11,5]. It is worth mentioning the
following result, whose proof may be found, for instance, in [14, Theorem 9, p. 53].
Proposition 2.2. Let V be an henselian valuation domain, and let L be an algebraic
extension of Q(V ). Then the integral closure R of V in L is a valuation domain. In
particular, R satis4es (∗).
Let us now -x some notation which will stand for the remainder of the paper. We
will denote by V a valuation domain, by P the maximal ideal of V , by Q its -eld of
quotients, and by v the valuation on Q determined by V .
Let L = Q[x] be an algebraic extension of Q of degree n¿ 2, where x is integral
over V , and
f(X ) = X n + an−1X n−1 + · · ·+ a1X + a0 ∈V [X ] (1)
is the irreducible polynomial of x. Let R be the integral closure of V in L. Recall that,
since V is integrally closed, then r ∈R if and only if its irreducible polynomial over
Q lies in V [X ] (see [5, Chapter V.1, p. 310]). Moreover R ⊆ −1V [x], where  is
the discriminant of f(X ) [5, Chapter V.1, p. 317].
By the theory of valuations we know that R is a PrLufer domain, with a -nite number
of maximal ideals, since the degree of the -eld extension is -nite (see [5, Chapter
VI.8]). But then R is a BMezout domain, as a consequence of Theorem 60, p. 37 in
[10]. Therefore, by a standard argument we deduce that the integral closure R of a
valuation domain V is always a BMezout domain, even when the algebraic extension L
has in-nite degree over Q(V ).
The next proposition provides a method for constructing integral domains not satis-
fying property (∗).
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Proposition 2.3. Let the notation be as above. Suppose that V contains a non-maximal
prime ideal J = 0. If a0 ∈ J and a1 ∈ J , then R does not satisfy (∗).
Proof. Let us choose q∈P\J such that v(q)¿v(a1). This is possible since a1 ∈ J .
Let us consider the element y = xn−1 + an−1xn−2 + · · · + a1. Then xy = −a0 ∈ J ⊆⋂
k¿0 q
kR=I . In order to get the conclusion that (∗) is not satis-ed, it suIces to show
that x; y ∈ I , whence I is not a prime ideal. First note that x ∈ qR, since a1=qn−1 ∈ V
is the coeIcent of the term of degree 1 in the irreducible polynomial f1(X ) of x=q.
Then f1(X ) ∈ V [X ], whence x=q cannot be integral over V . Let us now assume,
by contradiction, that y=qk ∈R, for all k ∈N. We consider the irreducible polynomial
of y
X h + bh−1X h−1 + · · ·+ b1X + b0 ∈V [X ]: (2)
Since the irreducible polynomial of y=qk lies in V [X ], from (2) we deduce that
bj ∈
⋂
k¿0 q
kV = J1 ⊇ J , for all j¿ 0. In particular, we get yh ∈ J1[x]. However,
we have
yh = ah1 + g(x);
where g(x) is a polynomial expression in x. Replacing the equality xn=−(an−1xn−1 +
· · · + a1x + a0) into g(x) and recalling that a0 ∈ J , we see that g(x) can be written
uniquely in the form g(x)=cn−1xn−1+ · · ·+c1x+c0, where c0 ∈ J ⊆ J1. It follows that
yh=cn−1xn−1+· · ·+c1x+c0+ah1. Since a1 ∈ J1 and J1 is prime, we get ah1 ∈ J1, whence
c0 + ah1 ∈ J1, and therefore yh ∈ J1[x]. We have reached the desired contradiction.
Proposition 2.4. Let the notation be as above. Suppose that V contains a non-maximal
prime ideal J such that R ⊆ VJ [x] and x=q∈R for all q∈P\J . Then R is a valuation
domain.
Proof. We will prove that the PrLufer domain R is local, whence it is a valuation
domain. Let (1) be the irreducible polynomial of x. From x=q∈R for all q∈P\J it
follows that ai ∈ J , for all i6 n− 1. Let us pick *∈R. We write *= cn−1xn−1 + · · ·+
c1x+ c0, with ci ∈VJ . Then cixi ∈R, for all i6 n− 1, since x=q∈R, for all q∈P\J . It
follows that c0 ∈Q∩R=V . Therefore we can write in a unique way *=c0+xg(x), where
c0 ∈V and g(X )∈VJ [X ] is a polynomial of degree 6 n−2. We denote the term c0 by
*(0). We want to prove that M= {*∈R: *(0)∈P} is the unique maximal ideal of R.
Indeed, if *=c0+xg1(x)∈R and +=d0+xg2(x)∈M, then, since xn ∈ J [x] and bJ =J ,
for all b∈VJ , we easily get (*+)(0)= c0d0 + t, where t ∈ J . Thus c0d0 + t ∈P, so that
*+∈M. We easily conclude that M is an ideal, and it is proper since 1 ∈M, by the
de-nition. Moreover, again by the de-nition, we readily see that R=M ∼= V=P, whence
M is a maximal ideal. It remains to verify that any *∈R\M is a unit of R. Without
loss of generality we may assume that *=−1+y, where y=xg(x), g(X )∈VJ [X ]. Let
X h + dh−1X h−1 + · · · + d0 ∈V [X ] be the irreducible polynomial of y. Since x=q∈R
for all q∈P\J , we get y=q∈R for all q∈P\J , as well, whence dm−1; : : : ; d0 ∈ J . We
obtain
(*+ 1)h + dh−1(*+ 1)h−1 + · · ·+ d0 = 0: (3)
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From (3) we get an equation of the form
*h + *f1(*) + 1 + dh−1 + · · ·+ d0 = 0;
where f1(X ) is a suitable polynomial in V [X ]. Since u=1+dh−1 + · · ·+d0 is a unit
of V , we conclude that 1=*=−u−1(*h−1 + f1(*))∈R, as desired.
Example 2.5. Let Z be an indeterminate and consider the integral domain T = Zp +
ZQ[Z], consisting of the polynomials in Q[Z] having constant term in Zp. The ideal
M=pZp+ZQ[Z] is maximal in T . Let us consider the localization V =TM. Then V
is a valuation domain. The elements of V can be written in the form g(Z)=h(Z), where
g(Z); h(Z)∈T and h(0) = 1. V contains two non-zero prime ideals: the maximal pV
and J = {g(Z)=h(Z)∈V : g(0)= 0}. Let Q be the -eld of quotients of V , let L=Q[x],
where x is a root of a monic irreducible polynomial f(X )∈V [X ] of degree 2, and let
R be the integral closure of V in L.
(1) Suppose that
x2 − x − Z = 0:
Since the discriminant of the irreducible polynomial is 1 + 4Z ∈U (V ), we know that
R=V [x]. Thus R is a BMezout domain which does not satisfy (∗), in view of Proposition
2.3. It is worth emphasizing that pR is not a prime ideal of R. In fact x; x − 1 ∈ pR
and x(x − 1) = p(Z=p)∈pR. This small remark is motivated by Corollary 2.3 in [2]:
for any ring R, if pR is a non-minimal prime, then
⋂
n¿0 p
nR is a prime ideal, as well.
(2) Suppose that
x2 − Zx − Z = 0:
Here we can prove that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4 are satis-ed, whence R is a
valuation domain, and (∗) is satis-ed.
First note that x=q∈R for all q∈pV\J , since X 2 − (Z=q)X − (Z=q2)∈V [X ]. To be
in the position to apply Proposition 2.4, it remains to check that R ⊆ VJ [x]. It suIces
to verify that for any * = (ax + b)=t ∈R\V , where t ∈pV and a; b∈V are not both
in pV , we must have t ∈ J . The equation satis-ed by x yields the following minimal
equation satis-ed by *:
*2 − *(2b+ aZ)=t + (b2 + abZ − a2Z)=t2 = 0:
Then necessarily
b+ (b+ aZ)∈ tV ; b(b+ aZ)− a2Z ∈ t2V:
By contradiction, assume that t ∈ J . If now b ∈ J , then b + aZ ∈ J , too, thus b(b +
aZ) − a2Z ∈ J , impossible, since tV ⊆ J . Therefore b∈ J , whence, by assumption, a
is a unit. It follows that a2Z ∈ J 2, since b(b+aZ); t2 ∈ J 2. But Z ∈ J 2, a contradiction.
(3) Suppose that
x2 − Zx − Z3 = 0:
Here x=Z ∈R, and x=Z(x=Z−1)=Z ∈ J=⋂n¿0 pnV , but we easily see that x=Z; x=Z−1 ∈
pR, so that
⋂
n¿0 p
nR is not a prime ideal. Thus we see that we do not have an
immediate converse of Proposition 2.3.
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(4) Suppose that
x2 − x − p= 0:
Now we assume p = 2, so that the above equation has no roots in Zp. In this situation
we see that R is not local, but (∗) is nonetheless satis-ed. We have R = V [x], since
the discriminant 1 + 4p∈U (V ). It is then easy to check that neither x nor x − 1
is a unit of R. Consequently, R is not local. An application of the forthcoming Theo-
rem 2.12 shows that R satis-es (∗).
The next results shed further light on the connections between the irreducible poly-
nomial f(X ) and the properties under investigation of the integral closure R.
Theorem 2.6. Let V be a valuation domain. Let L=Q[x] be an extension of degree n
of Q=Q(V ), where x in an integral element with irreducible polynomial f(X )∈V [X ]
and assume that the discriminant  of f is a unit of V . Let R be the integral closure
of V in L. Then R is not a valuation domain if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo P, for a suitable
e∈V .
Proof. Recall that R=V [x], since ∈U (V ). Assume that e∈V is such that f(e) ≡ 0
modulo P. Replacing, if necessary, x with x − e we may assume e = 0. Let us -rst
note that 0 is a simple root of f modulo P. For otherwise the existence of a multiple
root of f modulo P would imply that  ≡ 0 modulo P, against the hypothesis. Let us
now show that there exists e∈V and q∈P such that f(e)=q2s, s∈V . This is clear if
f(0)∈P2. Otherwise, f(0) must have minimum positive value, as shown by an easy
exercise in valuations. In this second case we may use the technique of the classical
Hensel’s Lemma. We have seen above that
f(X ) ≡ Xg(X ) modf(0)V [X ];
where g(X )∈V [X ] is a monic polynomial coprime with X modulo P=f(0)V . By the
proof of Hensel’s Lemma (see e.g. [11]), from the above congruence mod f(0)V [X ]
we get a congruence mod f(0)2V [X ]
f(X ) ≡ (X − e)g1(X ) modf(0)2V [X ]; (4)
for suitable e∈P and g1(X )∈V [X ]. Specializing (4) for X = e, we get f(e) = q2s,
where q = f(0)∈P and s∈V . We are now in the position to verify that R = V [x]
is not a valuation domain. Take * = (x − e)=q∈L. Then * ∈ R, since q∈P. Since
f(X )=(X−e)g2(X )+f(e), for a suitable monic polynomial g2(X )∈V [X ], specializing
for X = x we get 1=* = −qg2(x)=f(e) = −g2(x)=(qs). Since g2(X ) is monic, we get
g2(x) ∈ P[x]. Therefore 1=* does not lie in R. We conclude that R cannot be a valuation
domain.
Given two prime ideals P1 ⊃ P2 of V , we say that P2 is the immediate successor of
P1 if there are no prime ideals lying strictly between P1 and P2. The maximal ideal P
of V is a union of an ascending chain of non-maximal prime ideals exactly if P has
no immediate successors.
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Theorem 2.7. Let V be a valuation domain. Let L = Q[x] be an extension of de-
gree n of Q = Q(V ), where x in an integral element with irreducible polynomial
f(X )∈V [X ]. Let the discriminant  of f be a unit of V . Let R be the integral
closure of V in L.
(i) If the maximal ideal P of V has an immediate successor J , then R does not
satisfy property (∗) if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo J , for a suitable e∈V .
(ii) If P is a union of an ascending chain of non-maximal prime ideals, then R does
not satisfy (∗) if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo P, for a suitable e∈V .
Proof. (i) Let us make the division f(X )−f(e)= (X − e)g(X ). Then g(X )∈V [X ] is
monic. Take any q∈P\J . From f(e)∈ J it follows (x−e)g(x)∈⋂n¿0 qnR. Moreover,
R=V [x] and g(X ) monic imply that both x−e and g(x) do not lie in qR. We conclude
that property (∗) is not satis-ed.
(ii) We have f(e) = q∈P. Let us choose t ∈P not lying in the radical Rad(q)
of q. We may always -nd t, since P is a union of non-maximal prime ideals. If
P1=
⋂
n¿0 t
nV , then, since R=V [x], we get
⋂
n¿0 t
nR=P1[x]. Note that q∈P1. Again
we make the division f(X ) − f(e) = (X − e)g(X ). Then (x − e)g(x)∈ qR ⊆ P1[x].
Moreover, R=V [x] and g(X ) monic imply that x− e and g(x) do not lie in tR. Again
we conclude that R does not satisfy property (∗).
We will prove that the converses of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 hold for extensions of
degree 2 and 3. It is however important to show that those converses fail to be true,
in general, for extensions of any degree n¿ 4. That is the matter of the following
example.
Example 2.8. Let Y; Z be indeterminates over Q. Let us consider the valuation domain
D = Q[Y ](Y ) and let K = Q(D) be its -eld of quotients. Let us set T = D + ZK[Z],
which is a subring of K[Z]. Let us consider the maximal ideal M = YD + ZK[Z] of
T . Then the localization V = TM is a valuation domain. The maximal ideal of V is
P = YV , and V=P ∼= Q.
Let us take any n¿ 4 and write it into the form n= h+ k, where h= k= n=2 if n is
even, and h=m, k=m+1, if n=2m+1 is odd. Let us choose an integer a¿ 0 such that
both X h− a and X k + a have no roots in Z. Let f(X )= (X h− a)(X k + a)−Z ∈V [X ].
Note that f is irreducible in V [X ], since it is irreducible when regarded as an element
of Q[X; Z]. Moreover, the discriminant  of f is a unit of V , since V=P ∼= Q implies
that  is congruent to a non-zero integer modulo P, namely to the discriminant of
(X h− a)(X k + a)∈Z[X ]. Let L=Q[x], where f(x) = 0. Then R=V [x] is the integral
closure of V in L.
Let us verify that f(e) ≡ 0 modulo P for every e∈V . In fact, there is b∈Q such
that b ≡ e modulo P, whence f(e) ≡ f(b) ≡ (bh − a)(bk + a) ≡ 0 modulo P, since
V=P ∼= Q and (X h − a)(X k + a) has no roots in Q.
Finally, let us see that R does not satisfy (∗). In fact xh − a; xk + a ∈ YR, while
(xh − a)(xk + a) = Z and Z ∈⋂n¿0 Y nR.
We conclude that Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are not invertible for any degree n¿ 4.
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The following technical lemma will be crucial for proving the forthcoming Theorems
2.10 and 2.12.
Lemma 2.9. Let V be a valuation domain. Let L=Q[x] be an extension of degree 2
or 3 of Q, where x in an integral element with irreducible polynomial f(X )∈V [X ].
Let the discriminant  of f be a unit of V . Let R be the integral closure of V in L
and let g(x) be an element of R not lying in P[x]. Then
(i) g(x)n ∈ P[x] for every n¿ 0.
(ii) Assume that there exists a prime ideal J of V such that f(e) ≡ 0 modulo J , for
every e∈V . Then we may write 1=g(x)=q(x)=r, where r ∈V\J and q(x)∈R\P[x].
Proof. We will prove the result for extensions of degree 3. It is easy to realize that
the proof for the case of degree 2 is just a simpli-ed version of that for degree 3.
(i) It clearly suIces to show that g(x)2 ∈ P[x]. Assume that g(x)= b0 + b1x+ b2x2,
where the bj ∈V are not all in P. It is an easy exercise to verify that, if 2 − i¿ 0
is the largest index such that b2−i ∈U (V ), then in the unique expression of xig(x)
the coeIcent of x2 is a unit of V . Of course g(x)2 ∈ P[x] if (xig(x))2 ∈ P[x]. Thus
we may assume, without loss of generality, that g(x) = x2 + bx + c, where b; c∈V .
We consider the corresponding polynomial g(X )∈V [X ] and we make the following
division in V [X ] (the involved polynomials are monic)
g(X )2 = f(X )(X − d) + r(X ): (5)
Let us now suppose, by contradiction, that g(x)2 ∈P[x]. Then from (5) we get g(x)2 =
r(x)∈P[x], whence r(X )∈P[X ], since it has degree 6 2. Therefore (5) implies
g(X )2 ≡ f(X )(X − d) mod P: (6)
Since (V=P)[X ] is a factorial domain, from (6) we get g(X ) ≡ (X −d)(X − e) modulo
P, for some e∈V . It follows that f(X ) ≡ (X − d)(X − e)2 modulo P. We have thus
seen that f(X ) has a multiple root modulo P. But then  ≡ 0 modulo P, and this is
the required contradiction.
(ii) Our statement clearly holds if the polynomial g(X ) has degree 0. We distinguish
the cases of degree 1 and 2.
(1) Assume that g(x) = ax+ b. Since g(x) ∈ P[x], then either a or b is a unit. First
assume that a∈U (V ). It is then readily seen that for our purposes we may assume
a=1, without loss of generality. Let us make the division of polynomials f(X )=(X +
b)q(X )+r. Here q(X )∈V [X ] is monic of degree 2. Then by hypothesis f(−b)=r ∈ J ,
and therefore we get 1=(x + b) = −q(x)=r. Then 1=g(x) has the desired form. Let us
then assume a∈P and b=1, without loss of generality. Let us divide the polynomials
again: f(X )=(aX +1)q1(X )+r1. We may check directly that q1(X )=q2(X )=a3, where
q2 ∈V [X ], and v(r1)=v(a−3). We conclude that 1=(ax+1)=−q1(x)=r1=cq2(x), where
c∈U (V ). Thus g(x) is even a unit of R, in this case. Note that, obviously, cq2(x) ∈
P[x].
(2) Assume that g(x) = b0 + b1x+ b2x2 where b2 = 0. As above, choose i6 2 such
that in xig(x)=g1(x) the coeIcent of x2 is a unit of V . Assume that 1=g1(x)=q1(x)=r1,
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where r1 ∈ J and q1(x) ∈ P[x]. Then 1=g(x)= xiq1(x)=r1. Let us write xiq1(x)= cq(x),
where c∈V and q(x) ∈ P[x]. Thus we get 1=g(x) = q(x)=r, where r = r1=c ∈ J (note
that, necessarily, r ∈V ).
We are thus reduced to prove our assertion when g(X ) is a monic polynomial of
V [X ]. Let us divide the polynomials
f(X ) = g(X )q(X ) + r(X ):
Here q(X ); r(X )∈V [X ], since g(X ) is monic. Moreover q(X ) is monic of degree 1.
Let e∈V be its root. By hypothesis we have f(e) = r(e) ∈ J , which implies that
r(x) ∈ J [x]. But then we may write r(x)= tr1(x), where t ∈V\J and r1(x) ∈ P[x]. We
are now in the position to apply (1) to r1(x), namely 1=r1(x) = q1(x)=s, where s ∈ J .
Finally, we get 1=g(x)=−q(x)=r(x)=−q(x)q1(x)=ts. Let us write −q(x)q1(x)=dq2(x),
where d∈V and q2(x) ∈ P[x]. Since ts ∈ J , we get the desired form 1=g(x)= q2(x)=r,
where r = ts=d ∈ J .
The desired conclusion follows.
Theorem 2.10. Let V be a valuation domain. Let L=Q[x] be an extension of degree
2 or 3 of Q = Q(V ), where x in an integral element with irreducible polynomial
f(X )∈V [X ]. Let the discriminant  of f be a unit of V . Let R be the integral
closure of V in L. Then R is a valuation domain if and only if f(X ) has no roots in
V modulo P.
Proof. One implication follows from Theorem 2.6. Suppose now that f(e) ≡ 0 modulo
P, for every e∈V . We have to show that R is a valuation domain. Any element * of Q
not in R=V [x] may be written into the form *= g(x)=s, where s∈P and g(x) ∈ P[x].
For such an * we want to show that 1=*∈R, whence we derive that R is a valuation
domain. It clearly suIces to show that g(x)∈U (R) whenever g(x) ∈ P[x]. Applying
Lemma 2.9(ii), we see that 1=g(x) = q(x)=r, where r ∈ P, that is r ∈U (V ). It follows
that 1=g(x)∈R, as desired.
An application of the preceding theorem yields immediately the converse of Theorem
2.7(ii).
Corollary 2.11. Let V be a valuation domain whose maximal ideal P is a union
of non-maximal prime ideals. Let L = Q[x] be an extension of degree 2 or 3 of
Q = Q(V ), where x in an integral element with irreducible polynomial f(X )∈V [X ].
Let the discriminant  of f be a unit of V . Let R be the integral closure of V in L.
Then R satis4es (∗) if and only if R is a valuation domain if and only if f(X ) has
no roots in V modulo P.
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.7(ii), property (∗) implies f(e) ≡ 0 modulo P, for every
e∈V , and this condition implies that R is a valuation domain, by Theorem 2.10.
Theorem 2.12. Let V be a valuation domain such that its maximal ideal P has an
immediate successor J . Let L = Q[x] be an extension of degree 2 or 3 of Q =
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Q(V ), where x in an integral element with monic irreducible polynomial f(X )∈V [X ].
Let the discriminant  of f(X ) be a unit of V . Let R be the integral closure
of V in L. Then R satis4es (∗) if and only if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo J , for every
e∈V .
Proof. One implication follows from Theorem 2.7(i).
Conversely, let us suppose that f(e) ≡ 0 modulo J , for every e∈V . Note that it
could happen that f(d) ≡ 0 modulo P, for some d∈V , in which case R=V [x] is not
a valuation domain, by Theorem 2.6.
In order to show that R satis-es property (∗), we divide our argument into four
points.
(1) Let P1 be a non-maximal prime ideal of V . Then P1[x] is a prime ideal of R.
We have P1 ⊆ J , since P1 = P and J is the immediate successor of P. Take
*1; *2 ∈R not lying in P1[x]. We may write *i = sigi(x), where si ∈R\P1 and gi(x) ∈
P[x]. Since r1r2 ∈ P1, so that P1 = r1r2P1, we readily see that *1*2 ∈ P1[x] follows
from g1(x)g2(x) ∈ P1[x]. Assume by contradiction that g1(x)g2(x)=th(x), where t ∈P1,
h(x)∈R. By Lemma 2.9(ii) we have g2(x) = th(x)=g1(x) = th(x)q1(x)=r, for a suitable
r ∈ J and q1(x)∈R. Since t=r ∈P1 we get g2(x)∈P1[x], a contradiction.
(2) Let P1 be a non-maximal prime ideal of V . Let * = sg(x), where s ∈ P1
(possibly s is a unit) and g(x) ∈ P[x]. Then ⋂n¿0 *nR ⊇ P1[x]. Let us pick an arbitrary
th(x)∈P1[x], where t ∈P1 and h(x)∈R. By Lemma 2.9(ii), we have 1=g(x) = q(x)=r,
where r ∈ J and q(x)∈R. It follows that th(x)=*n=th(x)q(x)n(rs)−n lies in P1[x], since
from r ∈ J ⊇ P1 and s ∈ P1 we get t(rs)−n ∈P1. We conclude that th(x)∈
⋂
n¿0 *
nR,
as desired.
(3) For every non-unit *∈R\J [x] we have ⋂n¿0 *nR=J [x]. The inclusion
⋂
n¿0 *
n
R ⊇ J [x], follows from point (2). We have to show the converse inclusion ⋂n¿0 *nR ⊆
J [x]. If *∈ tR for some t ∈P, then clearly ⋂n¿0 *nR ⊆
⋂
n¿0 t
nR = J [x] (since⋂
n¿0 t
nV=J ). Let us then assume that *=g(x) ∈ P[x]. Take an arbitrary 1∈⋂n¿0 *nR.
Let us write 1 = sh(x) where s∈V and h(x)∈R\P[x]. In view of Lemma 2.9(ii),
1=g(x) = q(x)=r, where q(x) ∈ P[x] and r ∈ J . Since g(x) ∈ U (R) we must have
r ∈P. It follows that 1=g(x)n = qn(x)r−n, where qn(x) does not lie in P[x], in view of
Lemma 2.9(i). We have 1=g(x)n = sr−nh(x)qn(x)∈R = V [x]. Let 1=h(x) = =t, where
 ∈ P[x] and t ∈V\J . Set rn(x) = h(x)qn(x). Then qn(x) = rn(x)=t ∈ P[x] implies
rn(x) ∈ tP[x]. Therefore, from sr−nrn(x)∈V [x] we get str−n ∈V , for all n¿ 0. Since
t ∈ J and r ∈P, this is possible only if s∈ J . We have thus reached the desired
conclusion 1 = sh(x)∈ J [x].
(4) If *∈ J [x], then ⋂n¿0 *nR is a prime ideal of R. We may write *= tg(x), where
t ∈ J and g(x) ∈ P[x]. Let P1 =
⋂
n¿0 t
nV . Then P1 is a prime ideal of V properly
contained in J , and therefore P1[x] is a prime ideal of R, by point (1). We want to
show that
⋂
n¿0 *
nR = P1[x], whence the assertion. Obviously we have
⋂
n¿0 *
nR ⊆⋂
n¿0 t
nR= P1[x]. The reverse inclusion follows from (2).
From points (1)–(4) we conclude that R satis-es (∗).
To end this section, it is worth giving an example of a PrLufer domain R not satisfying
(∗), which is not BMezout like the preceding ones.
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Example 2.13. Let D be any Dedekind domain which contains some non-principal
ideal, and let K = Q(D) be its -eld of fractions. Let Z be an indeterminate, and
consider the integral domain T = D + ZK[Z], and the multiplicatively closed subset
S = {f(Z)∈T : f(0) = 1}. Let A= TS be the ring of fractions of T with respect to S.
The choice of S allows us to write any element f=s of A (f∈T , s∈ S) into the form
f=s = f(0)u, where f(0)∈D and u∈U (A). It easily follows that any maximal ideal
of A has the form MP = {f=s∈A: f∈T; s∈ S; f(0)∈P}, for a suitable prime ideal
P of D. It is then straightforward to check that A is a PrLufer domain.
Let now R be the integral closure of A in L=Q(A)[x], where x2 − x− Z = 0. Note
that the discriminant  = 1 + 4Z of X 2 − X − Z is a unit of A. Then R = A[x] is a
PrLufer domain (see [10, Theorem 101, p. 71]). With the usual argument we see that
R does not satisfy (∗). Moreover R is not a BMezout domain. In fact, if d1D + d2D is
a non-principal ideal of D, then d1R+ d2R is a non-principal ideal of R. This can be
checked by an easy exercise.
4. Further results for extensions of degree 2
In this -nal section we give some further information for the case when L is an
extension of Q of degree 2. Here we try to avoid the assumption for the discriminant
to be a unit. Nonetheless, we need to pay attention to the three distinct possibilities that
either 2 is a unit of V , or 2 is the characteristic of Q, or 2∈P and the characteristic
is zero.
In the next results we tacitly use the following obvious fact. If V is a valuation
domain such that 2∈U (V ), and L is an extension of degree 2 of Q =Q(V ), then we
may assume L=Q[x], where x has irreducible polynomial of the form f(X )=X 2− c,
for a suitable c∈V . If x is integral over V , the reduction to that form of f(X ) does
not change the discriminant.
Proposition 3.1. Let V be a valuation domain such that 2∈U (V ). Let L=Q[x] be an
extension of degree 2 of Q, where x in an integral element with irreducible polynomial
f(X )∈V [X ]. Let  be the discriminant of f(X ). Let R be the integral closure of
V in L. Then R is a valuation domain if and only if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo QP, for every
e∈V .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume f(X )=X 2− c, for a suitable c∈V .
Let us -rst assume that f(e) ≡ 0 modulo QP. Since  = 4c and 2∈U (V ), we have
c=e2+cq, where e∈V and q∈P. Then, necessarily, v(c)=v(e2), so that c′=c=e2 is a
unit of V , x′= x=e has irreducible polynomial X 2− c′ ∈V [X ], and L=Q[x′]. We have
thus seen that we may presently assume, without loss of generality, that c∈U (V ), so
that ∈U (V ). Thus we are in the position to apply Theorem 2.6, concluding that R
cannot be a valuation domain.
Conversely, suppose that c is not a square mod QP in V . We will prove that R
is a valuation domain. We have to show that if *∈L\R then 1=*∈R. It is readily
seen that we may assume, without loss of generality, that * has one of the following
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forms: either *= (tx + 1)=s where t; s∈P, or *= (x + b)=s, where b∈V and s∈P. In
the -rst case we immediately get 1=*∈R, since tx + 1∈U (R). Indeed, 1=(tx + 1) =
(tx − 1)=(t2c − 1)∈R, since t2c − 1∈U (V ). Suppose now that * = (x + b)=s. Then
1=*= s(x− b)=(c− b2). We calculate the trace and norm of 1=*. We get −2bs=(c− b2)
and s2=(c − b2), respectively. Therefore, in order to show that 1=*∈R, we have to
verify that bs=(c − b2) and s2=(c − b2) lie in V (recall that 2∈U (V ). We distinguish
two cases.
(1) Let v(b)¿ v(s). Then b=s∈V implies x=s ∈ R, which happens exactly if c=s2 ∈ V .
Then v(b2)¿ v(s2)¿v(c) implies v(c−b2)=v(c). Thus we readily get s2=(c−b2)∈V ,
whence bs=(c − b2)∈V , as well.
(2) Let v(b)¡v(s). Now observe that v(c−b2)¿v(bs)¿v(b2) implies v(c)=v(b2)
and c − b2 ∈ b2P = cP = QP, which is against our assumption. Thus we must have
bs=(c − b2)∈V , which yields s2=(c − b2)∈V .
We have thus proved that R is a valuation domain, and the proof is complete.
In order to avoid cumbersome repetitions in the statements, throughout the remainder
of this section the symbols V , R, Q, L, x, f(X ),  will keep the same meanings as
in the statement of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that the maximal ideal P of V is a union of an ascending
chain of non-maximal prime ideals, and that 2∈U (V ). Then R satis4es (∗) if and
only if R is a valuation domain.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let f(X ) = X 2 − c, c∈V . In view of the character-
ization of the preceding proposition, it suIces to prove that, if c is a square mod cP
in V , then property (∗) is not satis-ed by R. As seen in the proof of Proposition 3.1,
we may assume, without loss of generality, that c∈U (V ), so that = 4c∈U (V ), as
well. Thus we may apply Theorem 2.7(ii) to conclude that (∗) is not satis-ed.
Proposition 3.3. Let the maximal ideal P of V have an immediate successor J , and
let 2∈U (V ). Let us suppose that  does not lie in J . Then R satis4es (∗) if and
only if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo J for every e∈V .
Proof. Again we assume that f(X ) = X 2 − c. This assumption does not aOect . Let
us -rst suppose that c is a square mod J , say c= e2 + t, t ∈ J . Note that c ∈ J implies
v(c) = v(e2). As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 3.1, in this case we may
suppose that c∈U (V ), whence the discriminant of f(X ) is a unit of V . Thus we are
in the position to apply Theorem 2.7(i), obtaining that R does not satisfy (∗).
Conversely, let us suppose that c is not a square mod J . In particular, c ∈ J . If c
is not a square modulo QP= cP, then R is a valuation domain by Proposition 3.1, so
that (∗) is satis-ed. On the other hand, if c is a square modulo QP, we know that we
may assume c∈U (V ), so that =4c∈U (V ), as well. Now we may invoke Theorem
2.12, to conclude that property (∗) is satis-ed.
Note that, when in the preceding statement J=0, Proposition 3.3 just says that (∗) is
satis-ed, something we already knew, since in this case V and R have Krull dimension 1.
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The last case to be examined is when the discriminant  lies in a prime ideal J
which is the immediate successor of P.
Proposition 3.4. Let the maximal ideal P of V have an immediate successor J , and
let 2∈U (V ). Let us suppose that f(X )=X 2− c, where c∈ J . Then R is a valuation
domain if f(X ) has no roots in V modulo QP= cP. Moreover, if there is e∈V such
that f(e)∈QP, then R satis4es (∗) if and only if c=e2 is not a square mod J .
Proof. The -rst assertion follows from Proposition 3.1. The second one follows from
Proposition 3.3, replacing x with x′ = x=e.
In the case when the characteristic of V is 2 we get precise analogues of Propo-
sitions 3.1–3.4, although we have to examine two substantially diOerent forms of the
polynomial f(X ).
Proposition 3.5. Let the valuation domain V have characteristic 2.
(i) Let f(X ) = X 2 + c, with c∈V . Then R is a valuation domain.
(ii) Let f(X ) = X 2 + sX + c, with s; c∈V and s = 0. Then R is a valuation domain
if and only if f(X ) has no roots in V modulo QP.
Proof. (i) Let *=ax+b∈L, with a; b∈Q, a = 0. Then * satis-es the minimal equation
*2 + a2c+ b2 = 0. Therefore *∈R if and only if u= a2c+ b2 ∈V . Let us suppose that
* ∈ R. Then 1=*=*=u lies in R if 1=u∈V , and this happens since u ∈ V . We conclude
that R is a valuation domain.
(ii) Note that, in the present case, we have = s2. Let us -rst make some remarks.
If v(c)¿ v(s2), then, replacing x with x′ = x=s, we may assume that s = 1. In that
case the discriminant of f(X ) is =1, and so our situation is described by Theorems
2.10 and 2.12, where no assumptions on the characteristics were made. Then we will
consider just the case when v(c)¡v(s2). Let * = ax + b∈L, where a; b∈Q, a = 0.
Then the minimal equation for * is the following:
*2 + as*+ a2c + sab+ b2 = 0:
It follows that *∈R if and only if as∈V and u= a2c + sab+ b2 ∈V .
Let us now suppose that there exists e∈V such that e2 + se + c = s2q, with q∈P.
Take d= e + t, where t = sq. Then
d2 + sd+ c = e2 + se + c + t2 + st = s2q+ t2 + st = s2q2:
Let us now consider * = (x + d)=(sq) = ax + b. Then * ∈ R, since as = 1=q ∈ V .
Moreover, from the minimal equation for x+ d we get 1=*= sq(x+ d+ s)=(d2 + sd+
c) = (x + d + s)=(sq) = a1x + b1. Then also 1=* ∈ R, since sa1 = 1=q ∈ V . It follows
that R is not a valuation domain.
Conversely, let us assume that f(e) ≡ 0 modulo QP = s2P for every e∈V . Let us
pick *=ax+b∈L\R. Then either sa ∈ V or u ∈ V . Let us -rst verify that in any case
v(sa)¿ v(u). That is clear if sa∈V , since then necessarily u ∈ V . Assume that sa ∈ V .
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Then a = 1=q, with v(q)¿v(s). We want to show that sa=u∈V . Suppose not: then
u=sa∈P. But u=sa=(c+ sbq+b2q2)=(qs)∈P implies (bq)2 + sbq+ c∈ qsP ⊂ s2P, and
this is impossible (by assumption if bq∈V and by an immediate check if v(bq)¡ 0).
In particular, we always have u ∈ V .
We are now ready to prove that 1=*=*=u+as=u lies in R. Indeed, the trace and norm
of *=u are as=u and 1=u, respectively. These elements are both in V , since sa=u∈V
and u ∈ V . Therefore we get 1=*∈R. Since * was arbitrary, we conclude that R is a
valuation domain.
We remark that in case (i) of the preceding proposition we have  = 0. Then the
condition f(e) ≡ 0 modulo QP would just be f(e) = 0 for every e∈V . That is
always satis-ed, since f(X ) is irreducible.
Proposition 3.6. Let the valuation domain V have characteristic 2. Let f(X )=X 2 +
sX + c be the irreducible polynomial of x, where s; c∈V and s = 0.
(i) Let P be a union non-maximal prime ideals. Then R satis4es (∗) if and only if
R is a valuation domain.
(ii) Let P have an immediate successor J . Assume that  ∈ J . Then R satis4es (∗)
if and only if f(X ) has no roots in V modulo J .
(iii) Let P have an immediate successor J . Assume that ∈ J . Then R is a valuation
domain if f(X ) has no roots in V modulo J . Moreover, if there is e∈V such that
f(e) ≡ 0 modulo J , then R satis4es (∗) if and only if f1(X )=X 2 +X +f(e)=s2
has no roots in V modulo J .
Proof. (i) We distinguish two cases. If f(X ) has no roots in V modulo QP, then
R is a valuation domain, by Proposition 3.5. On the other hand, if f(e) ≡ 0 modulo
QP= s2P, for a suitable e∈V , we may easily check that the element x′=(x+ e)=s∈L
has irreducible polynomial f1(X )=X 2+X+f(e)=s2 ∈V [X ], and therefore it is integral
over V . Thus we may safely replace x with x′. Since f1(X ) has discriminant 1 = 1,
the desired conclusion follows from Corollary 2.11.
(ii) Again we distinguish two cases. If f(X ) has no roots in V modulo QP, we
get the result from Proposition 3.5. Let f(e) ≡ 0 modulo QP = s2P, for a suitable
e∈V . In a similar way as in (i), we replace x with x′ = (x + e)=s and f(X ) with
f1(X ) = X 2 + X + f(e)=s2. Since 1 = 1, we get the result applying Theorem 2.12.
(iii) If f(X ) has no roots in V modulo J , then R is a valuation domain, by virtue of
Proposition 3.5, since J ⊇ QP. The second part of the statement follows from Theorem
2.12, replacing x with x′ = (x + e)=s and f(X ) with f1(X ) = X 2 + X + f(e)=s2.
Surprisingly enough, although Propositions 3.5–3.6 provide the analogues in char-
acteristic 2 of Propositions 3.1–3.4, we do not have similar analogues when V has
characteristic zero and 2∈P.
In the proof of Theorem 2.6, and consequently in those of Propositions 3.1–3.4, it
is crucial to be able to apply the technique of Hensel’s Lemma. There the condition
∈U (V ) is required. Our next example describes a situation when that technique
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cannot be used, since 2∈P implies that X − e and X + e are not coprime modulo P.
In particular, the conclusions of Propositions 3.1–3.4 are no longer valid.
Example 3.7. Let us consider the ring T = Z2 + ZQ[Z] with its maximal ideal M =
2T +ZQ[Z]. Then V =TM is a valuation domain. Let us choose e= +Z ∈V , where
 is a positive odd integer to be chosen later. Let us set c= e2 + 8. It is readily seen
that c is not a square in V , so that f(X )=X 2−c∈V [X ] is an irreducible polynomial.
Note that the discriminant of f(X ) is = 4c∈P, and that c ≡ e2 modulo QP, since
c∈U (V ) and v() = v(4). Nonetheless, we will show that R is a valuation domain,
if we choose  appropriately. Therefore, in Proposition 3.1 the hypothesis 2∈U (V ) is
crucial.
Our -rst step is to show that there are no elements b∈V such that c = b2 + 4t2,
where t ∈P. Arguing by contradiction, we suppose that such a b actually exists. We
have b= e − u, for a suitable u∈V . From c = e2 + 8 we get
0 = e2 − b2 + 4(2− t2) = u(2e − u) + 4(2− t2):
Then u∈V satis-es the quadratic equation
u2 − 2eu− 4(2− t2) = 0;
which is possible only if e2 +4(2− t2) is a square in V . Note that t ∈P implies t=2s,
where s∈V , and so there must exist d∈V such that
e2 + 8 = d2 + 16s2:
Note that above we have an equality of rational functions in the indeterminate Z .
Specializing it for Z = 0 we get an equality or rational numbers, which yields an
equality of positive integers of the following form:
(2 + 8)n2 = m2 + 16h2; (7)
for suitable n; m; h∈Z. Note that (7) yields an equality in Z[i], the ring of Gaussian
integers
(2 + 8)n2 = (m+ 4hi)(m− 4hi): (8)
Now we make our choice of  in such a way that 2 + 8 is a product of distinct
prime numbers pi ≡ 3 modulo 4. For instance the choice  = 5 works. Since each
of those pi remains irreducible in the factorial domain Z[i], using (8) we see that pi
divides both m+4hi and m− 4hi in Z[i], whence pi divides m and h (recall that  is
odd). Therefore, from (8) and (7) we obtain that m2 + 16h2 is divisible by pi an even
number of times. But (2 + 8)n2 is divisible by pi an odd numbers of times, since pi
is a simple factor of 2 + 8. We have thus reached the desired contradiction.
We can now verify that R is a valuation domain. Take *∈L\R. Without loss of
generality we assume that * has one of the following forms: either * = (tx + 1)=s,
where t; s∈P, or *=(x+b)=s, where b∈V and s∈P. In the -rst case we immediately
get 1=*∈R, since tx + 1∈U (R). Indeed, 1=(tx + 1) = (tx − 1)=(t2c − 1)∈R, since
t2c−1∈U (V ). In the second case we have s=(x+b)=s(x−b)=(c−b2). The preceding
discussion has shown that we always have v(c− b2)6 v(8). To conclude, we examine
the various possibilities.
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(i) If v(c − b2)6 v(2), then s=(c − b2)∈V , whence 1=*∈R.
(ii) If v(c − b2) = v(4) and v(s)¿ v(4), then s=(c − b2)∈V and 1=*∈R.
(iii) If v(c− b2)¿ v(4) and v(s) = v(2) we have *∈R. Indeed, the trace and norm
of (x+ b)=s are respectively 2b=s∈V and (b2− c)=s2 ∈V . However, that is against our
assumption, so this case cannot occur.
(iv) If v(c−b2)= v(8) and v(s)¿ v(4), we have 1=*∈R. In fact, its trace and norm
are respectively −2sb=(c − b2)∈V and s2=(b2 − c)∈V .
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